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Figure 1: We present Scene Responsiveness, the visual illusion that virtual actions afect the physical scene. ○a Wearing a 
video-passthrough Mixed Reality (MR) headset, a user sees an authentic video view of their physical environment, captured with the 
externally-facing headset cameras. A virtual monkey character is situated and coherently occluded in the otherwise unmodifed physical 
space, grabbing the physical cart. ○b As the monkey starts dragging the cart, the object toggles its reality state to virtualized just-in-time. 
Just-in-time virtualization is coherence-preserving, so the cart still throws its shadow onto the physical scene and the now seemingly empty 
surface. ○c To the user, it appears as if the monkey drags the physical cart and throws it down the staircase. Virtual shadows and collisions 
render coherently. ○d It appears as if the physical cart is gone. ○e Of course, what the user sees is just an illusion. The physical object did not 
move but was just masked from the user’s view, blending seamlessly with the video passthrough. Everything seen in the debug capture, incl. 
the red object guardian outline and the revelation lens in the top-right corner is part of the system debug view. The fgure gives an authentic 
impression of the visual fdelity in the headset. However, please watch the accompanying video for a full impression of the visual experience. 

ABSTRACT 
Manipulating their environment is one of the fundamental actions 
that humans, and actors more generally, perform. Yet, today’s mixed 
reality systems enable us to situate virtual content in the physical 
scene but fall short of expanding the visual illusion to believable 
environment manipulations. In this paper, we present the concept 
and system of Scene Responsiveness, the visual illusion that virtual 
actions afect the physical scene. Using co-aligned digital twins 
for coherence-preserving just-in-time virtualization of physical 
objects in the environment, Scene Responsiveness allows actors to 
seemingly manipulate physical objects as if they were virtual. Based 
on Scene Responsiveness, we propose two general types of end to-
end illusionary experiences that ensure visuotactile consistency 
through the presented techniques of object elusiveness and object 
rephysicalization. We demonstrate how our Daydreaming illusion 
enables virtual characters to enter the scene through a physically 
closed door and vandalize the physical scene, or users to enchant 
and summon far-away physical objects. In a user evaluation of 
our Copperfeld illusion, we found that Scene Responsiveness can 
be rendered so convincingly that it lends itself to magic tricks. 
We present our system architecture and conclude by discussing 
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the implications of scene-responsive mixed reality for gaming and 
telepresence. 

CCS CONCEPTS 
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Procedural animation. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
In most recent research on adaptive Mixed Reality (MR) interfaces, 
the physical scene dynamically infuences the placement of virtual 
content [12, 54, 71, 78]. In this paper, we aim to invert the direction 
of infuence between virtuality and physicality, asking “How can 
virtuality afect the physical world?” 

As an answer, we propose Scene Responsiveness, the illusion that 
virtual actions afect the physical world. By altering the visual signal 
in a video-passthrough MR headset, Scene Responsiveness allows 
actors to seemingly manipulate their environment, such as a bi-ped 
character to open the next door for entering or exiting the scene, 
or a black hole to absorb physical objects from the scene. Also, the 
user themselves can cast magic enchantments to summon far-away 
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objects. The visual illusion of state responses, shape responses, and 
pose responses starts by toggling the reality state of the manipulated 
object from physical to virtualized just-in-time as the user or 
virtual actor begins their manipulation. The response is spatially 
contained at the involved object, seamlessly blending with the video-
passthrough anywhere else and thus maintaining the sensation of 
being in physical space. 

However, the illusionary experience enabled by Scene Respon-
siveness is not limited to the visually seamless response of physical 
objects to user input or situated character animations. Instead, 
we develop and propose Daydreaming and Copperfeld illusionary 
episodes as self-contained interaction-centered experiences. Day-
dreaming episodes start with a virtually triggered scene response, 
and then employ object elusiveness and object rephysicalization to 
prevent tactile disillusion: Infuenced by the user’s behavior, virtu-
alized objects avoid collision with the user by diegetically eluding 
from the user’s body or rephysicalizing in diegetic ways at the pose 
of their physical counterpart. Copperfeld episodes, named after 
the eponymous vanishing-and-reappearance magician, expand on 
this by purposefully toggling reality states to make physical objects 
appear exactly in the pose where a virtual interaction seemingly 
transported them, thus deepening the illusionary experience of 
virtual control over physical space. 

In addition to the conceptual contribution of Scene Responsive-
ness, we provide a system prototype implementation that draws all 
required spatial, visual, and semantic information from a co-aligned 
and unifed digital representation of the space and its objects. First, 
our prototype implementation enables to render virtual content 
geometrically and physically integrated into the scene respectful 
of occlusions, collisions, and shadows, across all virtual, physical, 
and blended areas of the space. Second, the system with its Spiel-
berg component, named after the director and pioneer of character 
animation, situates virtual characters and their animations as well 
as gestural user input semantically integrated into space, guided 
by character and user afordances. Third, apart from the former 
two system integration eforts, we contribute an integrated spatial 
computing and shading architecture for coherence-preserving object 
virtualization in world space on video-passthrough MR devices, not 
yet achievable with the image-space techniques of 2D inpainting in 
conventional Diminished Reality [64]. Through spatial arrangement 
of 3D occluders, and subsequent dynamic assignment of camera 
layers, manipulation of the rendering order, and purposeful writes 
to and reads from the depth bufer, we visually remove physical 
objects by masking them with the environment background, yet 
render all other virtual content coherently into the scene. 

We conducted a user evaluation in two diferent spaces with 20 
participants, 10 participants per space, evaluating the rendering 
coherence as well as the illusion fdelity in a Copperfeld episode. 
We found out that 18 out of 20 participants were surprised they 
were able to take a seat on virtualized chair that has been dropped 
by a virtual character in seemingly empty space. 

Considering the upcoming releases of video-passthrough MR 
headsets [2, 58] and the expected industry focus on such devices 
for the years to follow, we argue that Scene Responsiveness can 
create captivating MR experiences not only for situated gaming 
but as a general means for situated MR, such as scene-responsive 
telepresence or virtual assistants. 

Contributions 
In summary, we contribute 

• the novel concept of Scene Responsiveness for high-fdelity illusions 
in video-passthrough Mixed Reality, 

• a design space of end-to-end illusionary experiences that prevent 
disillusion through object elusiveness and rephysicalization to 
maintain visuotactile consistency, along with the two design 
samples of Daydreaming and Copperfeld-type epsisodes, 

• the algorithmic spatial computing and shading architecture 
RealityToggle for coherence-preserving just-in-time virtualization 
in 3D world space on video-passthrough Mixed Reality devices, 

• an integrated system architecture and implementation, comprising 
our TwinBuilder Unity plug-in to obtain, process, and annotate 
digital representations, as well as our Spielberg component for 
situated character-centric stories and animations, 

• a user evaluation with 20 participants of the visuotactile Copper-
feld illusion, 

• the applications of scene-responsive gaming, scene-responsive tele-
presence, and scene-responsive television. 

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK 

2.1 Scene Coherence in Mixed Reality 
Under the term of scene coherence, foundational work in AR and MR 
has been dedicated to the graphical techniques needed to render geo-
metrically and physically coherent occlusions [4, 8, 35], collisions, 
shadows, and refectance [17, 40, 43, 74], as well as to the question 
of how to reconstruct the necessary depth [42, 67, 73, 82, 87, 89] and 
lighting [26, 45, 56, 90] information from the physical scene. Once 
virtual content can be coherently integrated into the scene, the 
question arises as to where to render it. FLARE [20] automatically 
layouts AR content on vertical and horizontal planes, guided by 
developer-defned rules. SnapToReality [70] automatically aligns 
virtual content, guided by planes and edges detected in the physical 
geometry. Lages et al. [44] investigate how to adapt UI elements 
in AR to vertical planes. DepthLab [17] not only proposes difer-
ent depth representations for scene coherence but also considers 
geometrically coherent path planning for virtual characters. 

To ensure illusion fdelity, we integrate occlusion, collision, and 
shadow coherence through digital space twins, created with our 
TwinBuilder Unity plug-in. However, our work most importantly 
difers from previous research in that it must also maintain ma-
nipulation coherence after the scene has been visually manipulated. 
To this end, we present a spatial computing and shading architec-
ture with dynamic camera layer assignment, render ordering, and 
depth bufer access which preserves scene coherence after visually 
removing physical and inserting virtual objects (Fig. 2). 

2.2 Scene Situatedness in Mixed Reality 
Scene Responsiveness not only demands scene coherence but also 
situatedness [9, 18, 25, 74, 91, 93], i.e., a semantic relationship be-
tween virtual and physical content. 

Digital counterparts co-aligned with physicality through markers 
or other means have been proposed early on to situate virtual 
content. A variety of visualization paradigms [34, 35, 51, 51, 61, 
85, 100] for situated annotations [31], ghost views [36], virtual 
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paths [55], or magic lenses [5–7, 52, 53, 88] have since emerged 
for use in navigation, commerce [30], maintainenance, education 
[24, 29], tutorial instructions [14, 60], etc. One closely related use 
of co-aligned representations is found in situated gaming [55, 72]. 
RoomAlive by Jones et al. [33] allows to create a spatial scan, author 
experiences therein, and then deploy this experience to a room-
scale projection mapping system. We borrow the idea of digital 
representations that guide content placement, however, use this 
representation not only for situation, but also for virtualization of 
objects just-in-time by visually removing their physical counterpart 
frst and then inserting a digital object in their place to make them 
interactable for virtuality. 

Adaptive MR in contrast does not rely on a space-specifc 
model but asserts the claim to generalize to diferent spaces. 
SemanticAdapt [12] and the approach by Luo et al. [54] investigate 
adaptive situation of 2D content. Previous work also considers the 
adaptive situation of virtual 3D actors specifcally. Retargetable 
AR [84] situates virtual characters in a physical scene for situated 
storytelling. Li et al. [46] build on this concept of situated story-
telling, but introduce user interactivity to infuence story playback. 
Liang et al. [47] consider dynamically situating and controlling a 
virtual pet in MR. SpaceTime [32], Kim et al. [41] and Grønbæk 
et al. [22] situate avatars based on remote user activities in local 
space. Schmidt et al. [75] consider physical object manipulation 
by virtual agents through actuation. Story CreatAR [80], ScalAR 
[71], and Ng et al. [68] provide frameworks for authoring situated 
AR experiences. ARAnimator [97] situates animation sequences 
in space. Shin et al. [77, 78] study the efect of game adaption to 
diferent spaces. Scene Responsiveness also situates characters in 
space guided by objects in the physical scene. However, Scene Re-
sponsiveness difers from the above approaches in inverting the 
order of infuence: Not only does the physical scene infuence the 
virtual scene, but also virtual actors and actions can infuence the 
presented physical scene through manipulation of the visual signal 
in a video-passthrough headset (Fig. 2). 

Blending between physical scene and virtual scenes has been ex-
plored by Blending Spaces [15] and RealityCheck [27]. However, 
physical and virtual scenes are assumed to be structurally and 
functionally diferent. In contrast, Scene Responsiveness blends 
seamlessly between structurally and functionally identical scenes 
for object virtualization. 

Situated VR co-aligns the virtual scene with the physical scene, 
either through alignment before the experience as in Reality Skins 
[76], Oasis [81], Substitutional Reality [79], Tailored Reality [16], or 
Scenograph [57], through procedural generation as in DreamWalker 
[96] or VRoamer [11], or through assisted annotation as in ARchi-
tect [48]. While Scene Responsiveness shares the idea of paired 
physical-virtual object counterparts, it does not pursue showing 
a functionally diferent space in VR. Instead, Scene Responsive-
ness aims to replace a physically captured object with its virtually 
rendered counterpart as part of the object virtualization step for 
subsequent interaction. Technically fundamentally diferent, we tar-
get video-passthrough MR, where the user’s own hands and body 
remain normally visible, and they can have face-to-face conversa-
tions with other humans in their space, even after manipulating 
the scene. 

Figure 2: Levels of scene integration in MR. The concept of 
Scene Responsiveness aims to add an exciting new level of scene 
integration beyond coherence and situatedness to MR. 

2.3 Scene Editing in Mixed Reality 
Diminished Reality (DR) [13, 23, 39, 62, 63, 65, 66] ofers to remove 
areas from the shown frame. Technically, Scene Responsiveness 
difers from conventional DR in that it operates through mask-
ing in 3D world space, rather than operating in 2D image space, 
to maintain depth-related scene coherence. Pragmatically, camera 
frames are not accessible on consumer-grade passthrough headsets 
to ensure privacy. Conceptually, Scene Responsiveness difers in 
that it virtualizes objects, i.e., inserts an object replica rather than 
just removing it. TransforMR [38] is also concerned with inserting 
virtual counterparts after removing physical objects to produce se-
mantically coherent scenes. However, virtual objects directly follow 
the pose and articulation of physical objects, prohibitive of indepen-
dent control over virtual objects in world space. Overlay-based AR 
such as Annexing Reality [28] also disallows object displacement. 

SceneCtrl [98] ofers to select, move, delete, and copy objects in 
an MR scene. It performs editing operations in image space and 
renders the results in the HoloLens optical see-through display. 
Remixed Reality [49] shows a rerendered voxel-based represen-
tation of the user’s environment in VR, captured through Kinect 
cameras. However, Scene Responsiveness difers from Remixed 
Reality and SceneCtrl in three fundamental ways. 

First, Scene Responsiveness aims for the imperceptibilty of manip-
ulation in our Copperfeld illusion. Our evaluation indicates that we 
accomplish this with our spatial computing and shading pipeline for 
seamlessly blending between co-aligned physical and virtual spaces 
while maintaining full scene coherence concerning occlusions, colli-
sions, and shadows. In addition, the ability of illusion-quality scene 
manipulation asks for additional interaction concepts to maintain 
the illusion. Thus, we contribute the concepts of object elusiveness 
and rephysicalization as part of our diferent illusionary episodes, 
thereby ensuring visuotactile consistency. These considerations 
were out of the question in previous research, given the absence of 
illusion-quality visual manipulation. 

Second, Scene Responsiveness aims for semantic situation and 
manipulation through aforded interaction, semantically integrated 
with the scene and meaningfully related to specifc objects. Thus, 
Scene Responsiveness enables situated character-environment in-
teractions, such as opening an elevator by a button press, or drag-
ging a heavy cart diferently than carrying a lighter chair, rather 
than providing universal yet generic geometric operations on im-
ages or voxel grids. A semantic rather than geometric consideration 
then also allows for operations that target the scene graph such as 
decomposing an object group to individually apply physics as seen 
with the coke cans, etc., in Fig. 1. 
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Third, Scene Responsiveness aims for a diferent interaction para-
digm. Rather than focusing on user input for manipulation only, our 
concepts of receptive and responsive afordances in space enable 
story and telepresence modes. 

2.4 Illusions in Mixed Reality 
Actuation to provide haptics in VR has been used for tactile illusions 
[1, 83]. The dominance of vision over proprioception has also been 
taken advantage of for perceptual manipulation in VR [69, 86], 
in particular for haptic retargeting [3, 99]. Scene Responsiveness 
targets MR rather than VR. 

3 SCENE RESPONSIVENESS FOR 
VISUOTACTILE ILLUSIONS 

In the following, we frst defne the terms central to Scene Respon-
siveness, and then show how scene-responsive illusions can be 
maintained and completed through end-to-end illusionary episodes. 

3.1 Scene Responsiveness in Mixed Reality 
In situated MR, the physical scene afords the meaningful place-
ment of virtual elements. We introduce Scene Responsiveness as the 
illusion that the physical scene responds to virtual actions. 

Physical and Virtual Actors. Actions are performed by actors. We 
diferentiate between the user as a physical actor in local space, 
other physical actors in local space or remote spaces, and virtual 
actors in local space. Virtual actors encompass agents such as non-
player characters (NPCs) in gaming that pursue their own goals, 
assistants that follow the user’s goals or instructions, and avatars 
that mimic the behavior of a physical remote actor. In the following, 
we use the terms “virtual actor” and “character” synonymously. 

Physical and Virtual Actions. We further distinguish between vir-
tual actions and physical actions. The actions of virtual actors are 
always virtual. In contrast, actions of the user can be either virtual 
or physical. When the user takes a seat on a physical chair, their 
action is fully contained in physical space and thus is physical. 
However, when the user lights a virtual fre that seemingly burns 
physical objects, swings a virtual lightsaber to seemingly cut a phys-
ical object in half, or uses a physical hand gesture for telekinesis 
to seemingly summon a remote physical object, we classify these 
actions as virtual because the action’s efect is meant to be con-
tained in virtuality and does not afect the physical world in esse. 
However, Scene Responsiveness can create instead an illusion as if 
the virtual action had afected the physical world. This is achieved 
by manipulating the visual signal that reaches the user’s eyes and 
then maintaining this illusion diegetically by ensuring consistency 
between the tactile and the visual signal. 

Receptive and Responsive Afordances. The meaningful action pos-
sibilities that a physical scene ofers to an actor can be referred 
to as afordances [37]. While some actions, such as grabbing and 
moving an object, modify the physical scene, other actions simply 
“occupy space” without visibly modifying the physical scene itself, 
e.g., walking on the foor. To distinguish between these diferent 
types of “using” the physical world, we introduce the notion of 
receptive afordances and responsive afordances in the MR context. 

Receptive afordances represent the meaningful augmentation 
possibilities ofered by the physical scene without entailing a modi-
fcation thereof. Such receptive afordances may invite the simple 
augmentation of a virtual object on the empty area of a desk. A 
more involved way of augmentation is situating a virtual avatar 
during a telepresence session on the spatially most appropriate 
and available seating accommodation given the local user’s current 
pose and gaze in space. 

In contrast, responsive afordances refer to the meaningful manip-
ulation possibilities ofered by the physical scene, entailing modifca-
tion thereof. For example, a chair might not only ofer the receptive 
afordance of taking a seat but also the responsive afordance of 
moving it, e.g., pulling it out from under the table. 

Afordance Features. Both receptive and responsive afordances 
exhibit afordance features that describe the spatial and operational 
details of the aforded actor-object interaction, similar to the notion 
of afordance features in robotics [95]. The receptive afordance of 
“sitting”, provided by a chair, might be described by features such 
as where to stand immediately before taking the seat, in which 
direction to look at the time, at which height the seating surface is 
located, whether there are armrests, and whether the seat is fxed, 
rotating, or mobile. The responsive afordance of “moving the chair” 
might be described by features such as the hand and body pose 
relative to the object when grasping for it and whether the object 
is held at a close body position or dragged over the foor while 
walking backward when moving it. 

Situated Animations. These afordance features directly parameter-
ize situated animations when a character acts upon the afordance. 
Continuing the example of a responsive afordance for grasping, in 
our prototype, we use path planning to situate the character at the 
desired body pose by means of a navigation mesh before grasping 
Then, we use inverse kinematics to control the hand pose for the 
actual grasping motion. 

Figure 3: State and shape responsiveness. ○a Pressing the el-
evator’s call button entails the state-changing response of sliding 
the elevator door open. ○b As the abstract black hole character 
approaches, objects in its vicinity are deformed, attracted, and even 
absorbed. Note that the user is still mostly seeing video-passthrough 
MR and only the visual areas involved along with a small blended 
neighborhood are visually manipulated. Please refer to the accom-
panying video for a more immersive impression. 
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Figure 4: Object virtualization. Scene Responsiveness is fundamentally enabled by toggling an object reality state to virtualized. ○a At 
frst, the object is in physical reality state. ○b Upon virtualization, we frst switch it to hidden reality state, using visual information from a 
co-aligned digital space twin. We employ alpha blending with a radial gradient for compositing the masking geometry and the passthrough 
background to obtain a seamless removal efect. ○c Then, we insert a digital object twin in the same pose as its physical counterpart, putting 
it to virtualized reality state, but in-place manipulation state. Ideally, the visual signals in virtualized and physical reality state were 
identical. Therefore, we also preserve scene coherence in virtualized reality state, meaning that the virtual counterpart casts a shadow and 
the masked area receives a shadow. ○d A virtual action by an actor leads to a scene response, putting it to displacing manipulation state in 
the process and to displaced once the response’s target state is reached. ○a Rephysicalization in some diegetic way frst returns the object to 
the pose of the physical counterpart and then toggles its reality state back to physical. 

Scene Response. Receptive afordances only require the dynamic 
playback of a situated animation to begin passive object interaction. 
Responsive afordances are additionally associated with the induced 
scene response. The scene response describes the transformation 
that the corresponding object undergoes after the user or character 
acts upon the afordance. This transformation might change spatial 
properties (Fig. 1b) or structural properties (Fig. 3a) or both. 

The afordances and therefore the responses in a physical scene 
are as rich as the objects contained in it and also difer in their 
specifcity. Some afordances such as moving an object, or kicking 
it over with the foot, are generic and provided by many objects. 
Other afordances such as opening a fridge by use of its handle 
or two-handed typing on a keyboard are much more specifc to 
the object. However, all responsive afordances share the general 
method used to render the scene response as follows. 

Toggling the Reality State of an Object. By default, we pass 
through a physical object to the headset displays as captured by 
the externally facing headset cameras. As soon as a scene response 
in the scene is triggered, the core illusion of Scene Responsiveness 
pretends that the virtual action stimulates a response in the physical 
object, however, actually we frst replace the physical object with 
a virtual counterpart and then apply the response to the virtual 
counterpart instead. We refer to this as virtualization, i.e., toggling 
the object’s reality state from physical to virtualized. The virtu-
alized object can then be spatially detached from the pose of its 
physical counterpart and transformed in any way virtuality afords. 
To toggle an object’s reality state, we exploit the capacity provided 
by a video-passthrough MR headset to fully control every light ray 
that reaches the user’s eyes when presenting the scene. Fig. 4 gives 
an overview of this process. 

Self-contained Illusionary Episodes. We propose two types of self-
contained illusionary episodes that are based on the core illusion 

of Scene Responsiveness. Both types follow the idea of “What you 
see is what you feel” to ensure visuotactile consistency, however, 
toggle reality states according to diferent rationales. Fig. 7 provides 
an overview of the diferent types. 

3.2 Scene-Responsive Daydreaming Episodes 
A Daydreaming episode aims to unfold more or less surreal hap-
penings while preventing disillusion until completion. It begins 
with a scene response to a virtual action but then aims to maintain 
visuotactile consistency to the degree that users are left wondering 
whether what they saw really happened or if it was just a product 
of imagination, inspired by Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland and 
Inception. In the following section, we present the steps that make 
up a Daydreaming episode and describe the causes and remedies 
for disillusion in detail. 

3.2.1 Step 1: Initiating the Illusion. A Daydreaming episode begins 
as soon as a virtual action triggers a response in a physical object. 
The object’s reality state is toggled from physical to virtualized. 
Then, the response is applied to the virtualized object, as de-
scribed in Fig. 4. Fig. 1 demonstrates how an afordance provided by 
a single object–the cart–can trigger virtualization of the dependent 
objects–the coke cans and other items on top–as well. 

Within the virtualized reality state, we distinguish three ma-
nipulation sub-states in an object. An object is virtualized in-place, 
i.e., the virtualized object’s pose, shape, and state initially match 
those of the physical counterpart. A triggered scene response then 
starts displacing the virtualized object from its original source 
pose, shape, or state. Once the direct response ends, the object 
becomes displaced and remains so until changed again. Based on 
the manipulation state, the object’s physics simulation can be inter-
cepted as needed. For example, we override gravity and collision 
simulation while a character is carrying an object. 
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Figure 5: Object elusiveness prevents disillusion from visual 
collisions, where the user perceives the collision visually but not 
tactilely. In this example, we reuse the same navigation mesh that 
is used by the character for elusion through object agency. 

3.2.2 Step 2: Maintaining the Illusion. Displacing a virtualized 
object elicits a discrepancy between the perceived and the physi-
cal reality. This mismatch can cause disillusion when any part of 
the user’s body enters into a visual collision with the virtualized 
object: The user perceives the collision visually but not tactilely, pro-
viding the user with adamant evidence that they are being tricked. 
To prevent such disillusion, we must keep the visual and the tactile 
signal consistent. Tactility is a hard constraint, so visibility must 
be changed to ft tactility. Therefore, we propose the concept of 
virtual object elusiveness (Fig. 5): Whenever the user approaches a 
virtualized object too closely, its spatial distance from the user is 
increased. 

We trigger an elusion event in an object when the distance be-
tween either hand or the headset from the virtualized object falls 
below a specifed threshold. To ensure the lack of tactile feedback, 
the virtualized object can be rendered anywhere but in the col-
liding volume. Therefore, elusion ofers two degrees of freedom: 
the elusion target describing where to elude the object to, and the 
elusion mechanism describing how to get it there. The elusion mech-
anism could make the virtualized object disappear, disintegrate, 
or melt, in front of the user’s eyes and re-appear, re-integrate, or 
re-freeze on top of the closest table or shelf. Or the elusion mech-
anism could give the object some sense of agency, allowing it to 
innocently slide away a couple of inches as showcased in Fig. 5c, 
to jump away, or even, to grow legs and run away. Elusion could 
also be character-driven. For example, a character might run or 
jump toward the object and “snatch it away from under the user’s 
nose” in the last moment to then position it somewhere else. Such 
elusion mechanisms could be chosen depending on the characters 
and rules of the presented fctional world. 

3.2.3 Step 3: Completing the Illusion. A second cause of disillu-
sion from visuotactile inconsistency arises from the tactile collision 
between any part of the user’s body and the visually hidden, but 
physically present object: The user perceives the collision tactilely 
but not visually. Such a collision might even make the user tumble 
and thus constitutes a safety risk. As a hard constraint, the tactile 
signal is again determinative. Therefore, we complete the illusion 
by rephysicalizing the object just-in-time, as either hand or a ra-
dius around the headset come close to the hidden object (Fig. 6). 
Rephysicaliation brings the virtualized object back in-place so 
that it matches the pose and shape of its physical counterpart by 
means of a smooth rephysicalization mechanism and then toggles 
the reality state from virtualized to physical again. 

Figure 6: Just-in-time rephysicalization in Daydreaming pre-
vents disillusion from tactile collisions. When a tactile collision 
is imminent, we rephysicalize the object just-in-time to maintain 
visuotactile consistency. Diagetic in-betweening maintains the illu-
sion. 

We trigger rephysicalization just-in-time, i.e., when a tactile col-
lision is imminent as estimated by distance. Because the rephysical-
ization target is defned by the physical object, we can only decide 
on the mechanism, which–analogously to elusiveness–might again 
include de- and re-materialization, object agency, character-driven 
animations. A red object guardian outline (Fig. 4d) glows up if the 
distance to the user becomes critically small before the rephysical-
ization animation is fnished. 

3.3 Scene-Responsive Copperfeld Episodes 
We design Daydreaming episodes so that users have no evidence 
against the illusion. In a Copperfeld episode, we aim to advance 
the experience by providing evidence in favor of the illusion through 
additional touch points with the physical world, similar to the 
magician who lets the audience stroke the elephant he seemingly 
made appear “out of thin air”. 

3.3.1 User Experience of Copperfield Episodes. Consider a user 
wearing an MR headset entering a room that shows multiple chairs. 
The user can walk up to these chairs and physically interact with 

Type 1 illusion: Daydreaming
virtualized object rephysicalizes to the same physical object

Type 2 illusion: Copperfield
rephysicalizing to a different physical instance of the same class

reality states virtualized  removed  physical

Type 3 illusion: Copperfield Metamorphosis
rephysicalizing to an object of a different class

Figure 7: Illusion types. In Daydreaming episodes, a one-to-one 
relationship between the virtual and the physical object is retained. 
In Copperfeld illusions, a single virtual object animates between 
multiple visually hidden, physically present objects. 
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Figure 8: Copperfeld rephysicalization. ○a A physical scene is observed through a video-passthrough MR headset. It features two 
physical chairs. ○b However, the headset only shows the chair at source in physical reality state while the chair at target pose is in a hidden 
reality state (i.e., diminished from the scene). Even at high zoom in this fgure, the removal process is barely noticeable as visual artifacts are 
drowned out by other artifacts of the video passthrough system such as motion blur. ○c Pre-response, a character walks up to the physical 
chair and reaches out to it to grab it. ○d As the character reaches the grab pose, the chair toggles from physical to virtualized reality state 
and attaches to the character’s hand. ○e The character starts carrying the chair away. At this point, both the physical source and the physical 
target chair are hidden from view. ○f Controlling the character’s hand through inverse kinematics, the character aligns the virtualized 
chair at the target pose, where the still hidden chair is located. ○g The user can touch the virtualized chair and even sit on it. ○h The 
system toggles the chair’s reality state from virtualized to physical outside the user’s view. The chair at the source pose remains hidden. 

them. The user is asked to throw an explosive into the scene by 
means of a gesture. The explosive destroys some of the chairs while 
lifting others into the air and tossing them to places distributed 
across the room. All chairs are still burning a bit. The user walks 
up to one of the tossed-around but still burning chairs, taking a 
look at it (situation 1). As the user reaches out to touch it, the fre 
fares up, burning the chair to the ground, thus eluding the user’s 
touch. The user walks up to a diferent chair tossed somewhere else 
into the scene by the explosive. The user approaches it and takes a 
look (situation 2). The fre extinguishes. They reach out and fnd 
that they can touch the chair despite the fact that it looks slightly 
virtual. The user takes a seat on the chair. After standing up again, 
the slightly virtual look is gone. It seems as if the explosive had 
thrown the physical chair around. 

3.3.2 Undecidability of Reality States. In the above scenario, the 
user considers virtualized chairs in situation 1 and situation 2. In 
situation 1, the virtualized chair is placed in physically empty 
space. In situation 2, the virtualized chair is placed in the same 
pose and shape as a hidden physical chair. Assuming the lack of 
visible artifacts, the user has no information to decide from vision 
only whether the virtual chair will provide tactile feedback or not. 
The only way of knowing is by trying to touch it. We hypothe-
size that undecidability may provide an engaging and immersive 
experience for the following reason. 

As a result of undecidability, there is no sense for users in rea-
soning about its physical existence, because they simply lack the 
information that would allow them to decide whether an object 
is physical or not. Instead, they have to trust the system. From 
this need to develop trust in the system in order to make sense of 
the tactile world, we hypothesize immersion increases over time, 
making users forget what they see is a visuotactile illusion rather 
than actual physics. 

3.3.3 Steps in a Copperfield Episode. Fig. 8 provides an in-depth de-
scription of the steps in a Copperfeld episode. Initially, all instances 
of the same object class are hidden except for one physical object. 
A virtual action triggers virtualization of the physical object. Now, 
however, instead of waiting for just-in-time rephysicalization to 
its source pose, Copperfeld employs story-driven cross-object re-
physicalization, transporting the virtualized object to seemingly 
empty space, however, in fact aligning it with a visually hidden, but 
physically present object, the user does not yet know about. Once 
the user approaches the still virtualized, but physically aligned 
object, they fnd it will not escape from them. 

3.3.4 Additional Considerations on Copperfield Rephysicalization. 

Pseudo-random rephysicalization. Story-driven rephysicalization 
in Copperfeld is a chance to double down on the illusion and pro-
vide faked evidence that virtuality afects physicality. This ofers 
a chance for pseudo-randomness in the rephysicalization. Users are 
conditioned from physics, gaming, and movies that explosives toss 
around objects at random. Using an animation that looks like a 
physics simulation but is actually a deterministic process delib-
erately transporting the object to a defned target position might 
reinforce the sensation of randomness. The subsequent ability to 
physically interact with a seemingly randomly placed object might 
advance the believability of the illusion even further. 

Premature and ultimate rephysicalization. A Copperfeld episode 
must deviate from an ongoing and longer-running story-narrated 
rephysicalization, and instead rephysicalize just-in-time if a user 
is about to run into a hidden object. Given the user has never 
seen the hidden targets, this is much more likely to happen than 
in Daydreaming. Just-in-time blocking the seemingly empty, but 
physically dangerous space, e.g., through a virtual fre or NPCs 
might avoid premature rephysicalization. To ultimately conclude 
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any Copperfeld episode, new instances of the virtual object must 
enter the scene through diferent diegetic ways, re-introducing 
a one-to-one relationship between physical objects and virtual 
counterparts. 

Metamorphosis rephysicalization. The above-presented Copper-
feld episode hinges on the availability of multiple instances of the 
same object class in the physical scene. By virtually morphing the 
virtualized object “on its way” (Fig. 7 bottom), we can broaden 
the applicability of the Copperfeld episode for more diverse scenes. 
Morphing mechanisms could range from a literal mesh-deforming 
morph operation to computationally less demanding operations 
like shrinking the object mid-air to a scale of zero and growing it 
back as a diferent object, or even abstract ways of changing an 
object’s type, e.g., where the character leaves the room with the 
object of the source type and comes back with an object of the 
target type. In particular, the latter approaches alleviate the need 
for complex, potentially object-specifc animation work. 

Multi-user rephysicalization. In any Copperfeld episode, physi-
cal objects are hidden before the user sees the scene for the frst 
time. This limits its applicability for single-user home-usage appli-
cations because users probably will know their physical space well. 
However, we imagine the possibility of multi-user setups where 
co-present users manipulate the physical scene, thus making any 
individual user lose overview of the physicality. 

4 ARCHITECTURE AND IMPLEMENTATION 
In the following, we show how we obtain a rich digital representa-
tion of a space and its objects using our TwinBuilder component. 
Then, we present our spatial computing and shading algorithm 
which makes use of the produced twins to toggle between object 
reality states and ensures scene coherence, implemented in the 
RealityToggle component. Finally, we present our Spielberg compo-
nent which makes use of RealityToggle in its application fow to 
control Daydreaming and Copperfeld episodes by starting Scene 
Responsiveness, ensuring elusiveness, and triggering rephysicaliza-
tions while controlling the character and providing user interactiv-
ity with objects. 

4.1 TwinBuilder Component: Co-aligned and 
Semantically Rich Space and Object Twins 

4.1.1 Step 1: Capture Space and Objects in Individual Scans. We 
obtain a 3D mesh model with textures of the space after moving 
relevant interactable objects out using Polycam on an iPhone with 
a LIDAR sensor. We also obtain the models for interactable objects. 

4.1.2 Step 2: Integrate and Annotate in a Unified Twin Representa-
tion. After cropping and converting the models, we import them 
into Unity and use our custom Unity plugin (Fig. 9) for further 
processing. In particular, we integrate objects in space in a single 
twin by positioning and orienting the objects faithfully. The mesh 
area navigable by the character is automatically derived based on 
the mesh faces’ relative orientation to the foor plane using Unity. 

Afterward, we annotate character and user afordances. We im-
plemented an exemplary set of receptive character afordances (sit, 
lie, hide, climb) and responsive afordances (drag/push, carry, press 
for the bi-ped character, absorbable by the Black Hole). Selecting 

Figure 9: Our custom Unity plugin allows semantic annotation 
of the scanned space, needed to enable Scene Responsiveness. 

them in the plug-in adds the needed Unity components and al-
lows parametrization for the associated situated animation. We 
implemented summoning, disintegration, and repulsion interac-
tions as responsive user afordances. For responsive afordances, 
the RealityToggle Unity component is automatically added. At 
this point, the resulting digital scene can be executed like a game 
on the computer or deployed in interactive mode to the headset. 
Alternatively, in addition, afordances and spatial triggers can be 
connected in a sequence to compose longer-running Spielberg 
stories for story mode. This architecture generalizes easily to new 
scenes, is cleanly extensible, and coherently fts into the 3D appli-
cation development process. 

The resulting digital twin contains all information needed to 
render coherent, situated, and responsive MR in the passthrough 
view. Labels in the fgure (Fig. 10) indicate how we use this twin. 

4.1.3 Step 3: Co-align Digital Twin with Physical Space. We also 
specify two easily identifable and stable foor locations in the twin, 
e.g., wall-wall-foor corners, used for co-alignment in the headset. 

Figure 10: Digital twins provide the geometric, visual, and seman-
tic space and object information, needed for Scene Responsiveness. 
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4.2 RealityToggle Component: Spatial 
Computing and Shading 

RealityToggle is our spatial computing and shading component 
which enables toggling an object’s reality state, i.e., virtualizing it 
for our core illusion of Scene Responsiveness (Fig. 4), by making 
use of the previously built twin. 

4.2.1 Masking Pipeline. First, we pose a masking occluder in the 3D 
scene (Fig. 11 left). We deliberately do not use a pixel-perfect mask 
but use a quad as a larger and simpler masking geometry to avoid 
complicated edges and enable smooth alpha-blending towards the 
edges. We position the occluder quad on the ray from the headset 
to the object center, oriented orthogonal to the ray, and tangent 
with the object’s bounding sphere. Heuristically, we set the quad’s 
edge length large enough to fully enclose the object in the conical 
frustum behind the quad’s opaque center area. 

Second, we texture and shade the masking occluder (Fig. 11 mid). 
The quad is textured with a stereoscopic render texture, produced 
from two additional masking cameras with the same calibration 
as the eye cameras, but rendering the background mesh. We im-
plemented a custom stereoscopic masking shader that samples the 
eye-specifc render texture at the corresponding screen coordinates 
of the respective eye camera. We apply a radial two-step gradient 
texture map for alpha blending to achieve a smooth fade toward 
the edges. We render the masking quad with standard depth testing 
and writing, thus integrating it coherently into the scene. 

Finally, we composite (Fig. 11 right) the passthrough layer with 
the rendered quad (Blend SrcAlpha OneMinusSrcAlpha, One 
OneMinusSrcAlpha). The masking cameras render in a black sky-
box to maintain the passthrough color faithfully. 

4.2.2 Scene Coherence in Masked Frustums. 

Depth coherence beyond the frustum. Next, we insert the virtual 
object twin. Because the masking quad is placed in 3D, a frustum 
emerges behind it. Virtual content inside the frustum gets culled by 
occlusion, however should render as if nothing changed. Therefore, 
we make sure that all virtual content, that shall be rendered in front, 
is captured by the render texture by dynamically manipulating the 
camera layering. In particular, the virtual counterpart, the character, 

Figure 11: Passthrough compositing pipeline. Brightness in-
creased for illustration. We use an architecture of virtual stereo-
cameras with render textures to texture the masking occluder, 
Please refer to Fig. 13.6 for faithful colors. 

Figure 12: Spatial computing and shading architecture. ○a 
We can pose multiple masks in the scene, even in the same line 
of sight. ○b Dynamically assigning rendering layers, rendering 
queue positions, depth write, and depth test fags, ensure depth 
coherence for characters, objects, and hands. ○c A custom lighting 
model ensures that shadows are coherently cast onto physical and 
virtualized objects and surfaces as well as blended areas. 

and any other virtual object are included in the masking render 
texture. 

Lighting coherence for shape responsiveness. In Fig. 3, we have 
demonstrated shape responsiveness by means of our abstract Black 
Hole character and its ability to deform and absorb objects. We im-
plemented the mesh deformations efciently in a Black Hole surface 
shader with a vertex modifer. The use of a surface shader enables 
adding and even deforming shadows during the mesh deformation 
(fullforwardshadows addshadow in the surface shader pragma). 

4.2.3 Scene Coherence in Unmasked Areas. In unmasked areas, 
virtual content shall be rendered coherently with the physical scene 
instead. Ensuring both coherence in masked and unmasked areas 
will elegantly produce the desired coherency in the alpha-blended 
regions of the view (Fig. 12). 

To enable occlusions, we create a second but invisible instance 
of the background mesh and all the virtual objects with a custom 
two-pass “Physical” shader that ensures coherent lighting and oc-
clusion. We ensure coherent occlusion in a frst fragment shader pass 
by rendering the background mesh as a phantom (i.e., rendering 
early in the queue flling the depth bufer (ZWrite On) but without 
drawing (Blend Zero One) 

We ensure coherent lighting in a second surface shader pass, im-
plementing a custom ShadowReceiverOnPassthrough lighting model. 
This lighting model always renders black but redirects inverted 
attenuation into the alpha channel, thus allowing to blend shadows 
with the passthrough view (Blend SrcAlpha OneMinusSrcAlpha, 
One OneMinusSrcAlpha with keepalpha surface shader pragma). 
To ensure shadows cast onto the background mesh are also oc-
cluded by the background mesh itself, we exploit that shadows can 
only exist on a surface (ZTest Equal). 

We ensure coherent collision with standard physics simulation 
between any virtual objects and the invisible background mesh. 

4.2.4 Additional Tools. For illustration in this paper, we imple-
mented a revelation lens that can be pulled up on a controller. Used 
throughout the fgures in this paper, it renders as an invisible oc-
cluder thus revealing the passthrough layer. Object guardian as a 
safety fallback to just-in-time virtualization is implemented as a 
red outliner where width scales with by distance between user and 
object. We implemented a variety of debug shaders, e.g., to render 
the mesh’s wireframe. 
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4.3 Spielberg Component: Character and User 
Environment Interaction 

Our event-driven Spielberg component takes care of directing the 
characters, handling user input, and controlling the behavior, pose, 
shape, and state of the objects involved. 

4.3.1 Character-Environment Interaction. 

Character Model, Rig, and Animations Design. We modeled, 
rigged, and animated our Bi-Ped character from scratch [19] in 
Blender and used Unity’s Mecanim animation system. We switch 
between in-place animations for NavMesh navigation and tree-
based blending with root motion for situated character animations. 

Control. We implemented three ways of controlling the character. 
In interactive mode, the user can raycast onto afordances, visualized 
through spheres, and character ghost previews upon hovering. In 
story mode, the action target is updated automatically, based on a 
scripted story and spatial triggers. In telepresence mode, the action 
target is updated by the remote actions of a user. Details on the 
implementation of the underlying state machines for character 
control can be found in the supplementary material. 

4.3.2 User-Environment Interaction. We build on the Quest Hand 
Tracking and the Oculus Interaction SDK to implement hand track-
ing, gesture detection, and interaction patterns such as remote 
object selection and summoning. Hand tracking allowed us to in-
clude hand occlusion over virtual content, in particular over masked 
areas. 

4.4 Equipment 
Design time equipment. We use Polycam 3.1 on an iPhone 13 Pro 

for scanning and Blender 3.3.1 for model conversion. Our annota-
tion plugin runs in Unity 2022.1.18f (Oculus Integration SDK v49.0, 
OVRPlugin 1.81.0 for OpenXR) on both Windows and Mac. 

Run time equipment for single-user experiences. From Unity, we 
deploy the system to a Meta Quest Pro (build v49.0), which of-
fers colored video passthrough. Note that our system works on a 
standard Quest Pro without the need for jailbreaking or attaching 
additional custom cameras, because our object masking pipeline 
does not require raw video frames. 

5 PRELIMINARY EVALUATION 
Participants and Apparatus. To gain insight into how users per-

ceive the Copperfeld illusion, we conducted a user evaluation with 
20 participants from our institution. Users wore the Quest Pro and 
used our app in interactive mode, instructed by the experimenter 
what to select or do next. We set up an evaluation course, leading 
through various stations that involved receptive and responsive 
afordances and ending with the user taking a seat on a previously 
hidden chair that seemingly has been placed there by the character 
as part of a Copperfeld episode. We adapted the same evaluation 
course to two spaces: a Corridor space (Fig. 13) and a Library 
space (see supplementary material). We performed a Wilcoxon 
rank-sum test [92] on our between-subjects, post-evaluation Likert 
questionnaire (Fig. 14). 

Rationale. Participants were shortly briefed on the abstract capa-
bility of the system to “explore new ways with respect to perception 
of and interaction between users, virtual characters and their envi-
ronment”. 

However, we did not provide specifc details on the Scene Re-
sponsiveness and Copperfeld illusions to prevent tendencies in 
favor of the illusion through social-desirability bias in participant 
responses, or tendencies at the expense of the illusion through atten-
tional bias in participant perception. Participants were fully guided 
through the evaluation course verbally by the experimenter, gather-
ing qualitative information in a semi-structured fashion and asking 
for perceptual feedback at specifc moments along the course. We 
debriefed participants at the end of the procedure. 

5.1 Procedure and Evaluation Course 
Because timing, user agency, user knowledge, and user expectation 
are pivotal to understanding the expressiveness of our illusion 
perceptibility evaluation, we describe our procedure in detail. Please 
refer to Fig. 13 for a visual walk-through. 

First phase: On Boarding. ○1 After putting on the headset, the 
participant learned the basic ray-casting interactions for hovering 
and selecting afordance visualizers by the example of a receptive 
hiding afordance. They were trained to control character naviga-
tion by pointing and selecting on the ray-interactable nav mesh on 
the foor. ○2 We asked them to sit down on a bench. Using a spatial 
action trigger, the character automatically took a seat next to them, 
so they learned about its ability to semantically interact with the 
world on its own. 

Second phase: Scene Responsiveness. In ○3 , they had physical con-
tact with a book: They were asked to take it of the shelf and read 
the title out loud. In ○4 , they were asked to take a seat, point toward 
the book, and summon it by selecting it. The book was virtualized 
just-in-time and levitated towards the participant’s selecting hand. 
They were asked to read out the author. 

Third phase: Copperfeld illusion. Because the participant took 
a seat, step ○4 also represents the frst physical contact with the 
chair as the Copperfeld source object. ○5 The participant was asked 
to stand up and turn around to face the chair, which featured a 
visualizer for a responsive afordance at its side. The participant 
was instructed to select the responsive afordance in order to “com-
mand the character to grab the chair”. The participant maintained 
visual contact during the character’s grasp and thus observed the 
just-in-time virtualization from a distance of approximately 1m. 
Note that the character grasps the chair without moving it yet 
so that virtualization and displacing are two fully decoupled steps 
with a pause in-between until the user selects the next afordance. 
This allows us to analyze the perceptibility of virtualization before 
participants were made aware that the chair is suddenly movable 
and thus must be virtual. Before, they might not even notice the 
virtualization. Once the character grasped the chair, the participant 
was asked to describe what happened. Then, they were asked to 
make the character walk away while grabbing the chair, thus now 
inevitably exposed to the fact that we substantially manipulate the 
visual signal. 
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Figure 13: Evaluation course, adapted to our Corridor space. The core moments are seen in ○5 and ○6 : ○5 The participant faces the 
chair they just sat on as the character grabs it, thus triggering the just-in-time virtualization. Notice how the character runs away with 
it while the physical chair is masked coherently. ○6 -right: As the participant walks around the corner, all they see is empty space and a 
transparent blue sphere indicating a selectable drop afordance. At that point in the evaluation course (analogous spot for the Library space 
included), all participants were asked to describe what they saw. All participants described the blue sphere. None of the 20 participants 
described the existence of anything suspicious at that point in time yet. Notice how the passthrough view still shows the other person in 
their view but does not show the physical chair visible in the 3rd person view (○6 -left). 

Next ○6 , the participant was asked to walk around the corner. 
At this time, they frst made visual contact with the hidden Cop-
perfeld target chair, more precisely they made visual contact with 
the background they are presented with. Generally, we expected 
the participant not to suspect the existence of a second chair. 

At the position of the Copperfeld target ○7 , participants were 
shown a blue sphere visualizing an afordance which they were in-
structed to select to make the character drop the chair. The character 
walked up to the hidden chair and aligned the virtualized chair it 
was carrying with the visually hidden, but physically present chair. 
Participants were asked to follow the character. 

Once the character dropped the chair ○8 , participants were asked 
to take a seat on the still virtualized chair. 

5.2 Results and Discussion 
5.2.1 Perception of Copperfield Just-in-Time Virtualization. Initiat-
ing a Copperfeld episode comprises at least three facets, interesting 
for evaluation. 

Our object masking coherence question (Fig. 14 ○5 top) shows 
balanced responses. 50% of participants agreed slightly, mostly, or 
strongly that they noticed the masking whereas 50% disagreed. 
Such a balanced result is quite interesting as it certainly indicates 

masking fdelity can be improved, yet might hint at the fact that per-
sonal and situational factors, such as the current focus of attention 
or immersion might play a role. 

The object insertion coherence question (Fig. 14 ○5 mid) is the only 
one where answers signifcantly difered between spaces (� < 0.1) 
as revealed by the Wilcoxon rank-sum test. Indeed, considering the 
scanned object model of the chair in the Library space, its textures 
are susceptibly brighter than the physical object that appears in 
the passthrough view. This hints at the potential for either includ-
ing a way of adapting the texture brightness in the twin-building 
procedure or a way for real-time adaptivity of the system. 

Finally, the coherence after displacing question (Fig. 14 ○5 bottom) 
shows that–once the physical object is masked–14 out of 20 partic-
ipants consider the mixed-reality scene strongly visually coherent, 
and 5 mostly visually coherent. 

5.2.2 Perception of Copperfield Target Masking and Rephysicaliza-
tion. As seen in Fig. 14 ○6 –○8 , the existence of the physical target 
chair was surprising to 18 out of 20 participants. A pilot user initially 
even refused to sit down when asked. We also asked the question 
“How did you become aware of the physical chair in the fnal inter-
action?” ofering participants to choose all factors of disillusion. In 
the following, we only report the answer corresponding to each 
participant’s earliest moment of disillusion. 2 out of 20 participants 
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Figure 14: Evaluation of a subset of questions from our post-
evaluation questionnaire. Numbers correspond to the phases in 
Fig. 13. 

responded “When I walked up to it, I noticed visual artifacts which 
gave it away early”. 3 out of 20 participants responded “I discovered 
it through the headset’s peripheral gap before the experimenter 
told me to sit down.” 8 out of 20 participants responded “When I 
walked up to it, but before being asked to sit down, I suspected 
the existence of the physical chair from the story design.” 7 out of 
20 participants responded “I was still skeptical after being asked 
to sit down and only believed the physical chair’s existence after 
touching it or sitting down”. 

The fact that visual artifacts were selected only twice is promis-
ing. In contrast, in the previous paragraph, discussing just-in-time 
virtualization, 50% of the participants agreed slightly, mostly, or 
strongly, that they immediately noticed the scene’s background 
was blended in to visually remove the chair. The perceptual difer-
ence between the two is observing the transition from physical to 
blended scene versus only observing the already blended scene. It 
seems natural that the eye can pick up abrupt changes easier than 
fnding artifacts in a static signal (similar to the example of Gestalt 
emergence in James’ optical illusion of a Dalmatian, popularized by 
Gregory [21]). Such a perceptual phenomenon seems to contribute 
to the convincing results of the Copperfeld illusion. 

5.2.3 Relevance of Visual Fidelity. The unexpected infection point 
in the Copperfeld episode hinges on visual fdelity. Interestingly, 
it seems to be of secondary importance to maintain suspension of 
disbelief and ensure consistency with the rules of the presented fc-
tional universe in other parts of the experience. In particular, nearly 
half of the participants expressed unsolicitedly that the character 
felt “real” (P2, P15), “here” (P2), that they felt a connection to it 
(P19), that the character seemed aware of the user (P3, P4, P7, P12), 
that they felt alone after the character left the scene (P18), or similar. 
These statements indicate presence or connectedness despite a sim-
ple character design. In summary, semantic fdelity–i.e., awareness 
of objects and their afordances–drives these experiences, allowing 
meaningful situated user interactions and character behaviors in 
the physical scene while geometric fdelity ensures virtual content 
looks as if it is located in the user’s space. 

6 LIMITATIONS AND OUTLOOK 
Increasing visual fdelity. The use of 3D scans entails challenges 

for the representations’ visual fdelity. 

From a static perspective, while the results of LIDAR-based scan-
ning with today’s consumer-grade technology are already aston-
ishing, slight geometric distortions across larger spaces, tesselation 
artifacts at edges, the lack of fner geometrical structures, or mesh 
holes due to feature sparsity remain perceivable in rendered sur-
faces and objects. Thus, the use of representations that ofer higher 
visual fdelity such as Neural Radiance Fields, in particular those 
that aim to infer missing regions [50, 59], can be of interest. This 
may become more important as the video-passthrough quality in-
creases in the next generations of headsets. 

From a dynamic perspective, fdelity sufers from changes to the 
physical scene occurring between scan and use. Moving any object, 
or even adding clutter to the scene, leads to misalignment. Thus, 
employing recent methods for 6DoF object tracking is of interest 
to maintain a real-time understanding. Similarly, adapting light 
intensity or balancing might help ensure photometric fdelity. Also, 
except for hands, our system prototype does not take into account 
dynamic occluders in front of a visually removed object such as 
humans crossing the line of sight. Adding body detection can help 
mitigate this. 

Generalizing across spaces and objects. However, a technical long-
term vision at play might consider the more abstract problem of 
generalizing from static twins to procedural scene understanding 
and reconstruction for real-time twin generation. Here, we used a 
static yet integrated representation of geometric, photometric, and 
semantic layers for space and objects. With this paper, we hope to 
provide another reason for advancing eforts in computer percep-
tion to decompose reality into logical constituents, thus potentially 
even allowing to provide MR experiences that are perceived as 
passthrough [10, 94], however actually result from generatively re-
rendering reality. Apart from this generalization on the perception 
side, it is equally thought-provoking to generalize the rendering 
side through procedurally generating animations of characters. 

Applications. However, we believe that Scene Responsiveness 
can already enable a variety of captivating applications today. As 
insinuated throughout the paper, situated gaming is a natural ft 
for Scene Responsiveness. Gameplays that take advantage of Scene 
Responsiveness could revolve around a wave-like invasion–say, of 
spiders– which open closed cupboards or press out electrical sockets 
to enter the scene, and then try to steal physical objects–such as the 
user’s computer to gather intel. Players defend themselves and the 
object of interest by summoning and throwing objects, blocking the 
way by enlarging them, closing virtually opened cupboards again, 
or destroying the cupboards entirely to slow down the invasion. 
They collect points to make stufed animals or other objects spring 
to life and help them in defense. We imagine the possibility of an 
ecosystem around scanned objects, modeled characters, situated 
animations, and designed gameplays and see the opportunity for 
sharing a scanned space and its objects with users in the same space, 
not only but also for a co-presence multi-player experience. 

More broadly, we understand Scene Responsiveness as a general 
concept with the potential to enable or enhance arbitrary domains 
of mixed reality. In scene-responsive telepresence, activities of re-
mote users can be semantically retargeted onto a virtual avatar 
interacting with physical objects in local space. This enables avatars 
to take a seat on a physical chair, even if the chair is pushed under 
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the table and otherwise would not be available for the avatar. A 
proof-of-concept approach and video, implemented in our system 
with WebRTC, can be found in the supplementary materials. For 
health, we imagine as the user reaches out to a physical unhealthy 
chocolate bar, it morphs into something less appealing such as a 
spider. Or, the chocolate bar grows legs, runs away, morphs into 
a banana while running, and rephysicalizes at the location of a 
physical banana. For learning, a digital workout coach might use 
the physically available rowing machine in space to demonstrate 
correct usage. For movie entertainment, 2D content shown in a 2D 
panel in the headset may semantically afect the physical space, 
e.g., physical objects in the user’s living room start foating when 
watching a movie situated in outer space. Characters such as a 
Minion might even step out of the 2D screen and seemingly steal a 
physical object before stepping back into the frame. 

7 CONCLUSION 
We presented Scene Responsiveness as a novel concept to increase 
integration between the virtual and the physical world through 
high-fdelity illusions. We unfolded the end-to-end illusionary ex-
periences of Daydreaming and Copperfeld that maintain visuo-
tactile consistency through elusiveness and rephysicalization. Our 
evaluation with 20 users suggests that our coherence-preserving 
spatial computing and shading implementation for just-in-time 
virtualization enables highly believable visuotactile illusions across 
diferent spaces. Considering the increasing industry focus on video-
passthrough MR, we believe that Scene Responsiveness can not 
only become a concept for exciting gaming experiences but for the 
MR feld in general. 
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